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Council urges state legislature to allow
same-sex marriage
Issue will be heard in the state Supreme Court
By Haley Behre

LAKE COMO — The governing body, here, approved a resolution at Tuesday night’s meeting urging the state
legislature to legalize same sex marriage in New Jersey.

The resolution was approved unanimously. Council members Patricia Tzibrouk, Doug Witte and Kevin Higgins
were absent from the meeting.

New Jersey currently allows civil unions between same-sex couples.

In 2012, the New Jersey state legislature passed a bill that would legalize same-sex marriage. However, Gov.
Chris Christie vetoed the bill.

The next year, in June 2013, the U.S. Supreme Court overturned the 1996 federal law Defense of Marriage Act
[DOMA], that defined marriage as that between a man and a woman. Ruling that DOMA was unconstitutional
ensured that same-sex spouses legally married in a state may receive federal benefits.

Now, the issue of whether same-sex marriage will be allowed is up for debate once
again as the state superior court ruled in September that the state must allow
same-sex marriage in accordance with the U.S. Supreme Court decision.

The matter will now be heard in the New Jersey Supreme Court, the highest court in
the state.

“The exclusion of gay marriage in our state puts New Jersey at a competitive
disadvantage because our State does not benefit from the skills of persons who may
wish to reside here but prefer to live elsewhere so that they may benefit from the
advantages resulting from the legality of gay marriage in other states, thereby

depriving New Jersey of talent in our workforce,” states the resolution the governing body passed on Tuesday.

Therefore, the governing body “respectfully requests” that the state legislature consider the U.S. Supreme
Court decision, the benefits of marriage that are denied to civil union couples in New Jersey and the loss of
talent and competitive edge, and enact a bill allowing same-sex marriage in New Jersey, according to the
resolution.

The resolution further states that the governing body requests that the state legislature overturn Gov. Christie’s
veto and enact a bill allowing same-sex marriage.

A copy of the resolution will be forwarded to Sen. Robert Singer, Assemblyman Sean Kean and Assemblyman
David Rible [all R-30].
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